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Abstract: The Party and Youth League organizations of secondary colleges in colleges and universities should drive the League building

with the Party building, and the backward should be driven by the advanced. By implementing the teaching concept of "three all-around

education" in the Party and Youth League organizations of secondary colleges and universities, the Communist Party and the Communist

Youth League should jointly achieve the comprehensive construction of the Party and effectively implement the fundamental goal of "the

Party and Youth League leading the construction and progress together" This paper analyzes the existing problems from the current

situation of secondary colleges and universities, And then put forward constructive suggestions.
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Introduction
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, the Communist Party has made great contributions to the development of

China's history. With the continuous development of the society, the CPC is also constantly absorbing advanced talents. The procedures

are cumbersome. The masses must break through many hurdles, constantly improve themselves, and be driven by advanced Communists

to become qualified Communists. How to promote the Party and Youth League organizations to build and advance together in secondary

colleges of colleges and universities through the concept of "three integrity education" has become the main theme of the Party and Youth

League construction. This topic needs constant research and in-depth analysis, so that the Communist Party and the Communist Youth

League can effectively cooperate and achieve common progress.

1. An Analysis of the Present Situation of the Party and League Organizations in
Secondary Colleges
1.1 Inadequate awareness of building together, difficult to achieve full education

For the secondary colleges of universities, the students' job is to learn professional knowledge, while the teachers' job is to teach, the

counselors' job is to arrange and schedule, and the dean's job is to plan as a whole. Each role has its own accurate positioning, so how to

coordinate the planning and arrangement of all people and achieve "all staff education" under the concept of "three all-around education"?

In addition, in the work of leading and building the Party and Youth League organizations, the Party organizations themselves have

insufficient understanding of "leading". Some Party organizations have too one-sided and superficial understanding of the work of leading

and building together, lacking profound understanding, such as thinking that the Communist Youth League belongs to the marginal group

of the Communist Party; Or they did not correctly recognize the close relationship between the Party and the League; Or focus on party

building, thus ignoring the importance of "leading" league building. The above misconceptions not only affect the smooth development of

the work of building together, but also completely deviate from the original intention of the "three guarantees" education concept, leading

to the separation of the Party and the Youth League, which is not conducive to the Party's construction [1].

1.2 Work promotion is a mere formality, and it is difficult to achieve full process
education

In the current work of leading the Party and Youth League organizations in secondary colleges of colleges and universities, due to the

above cognitive errors, it is inevitable that the form will be greater than the content in the process of promoting the work. The relevant

personnel simply walk through the work, the whole work of leading the construction is only superficial, the Youth League organization

has not really received the knowledge about the Party, and the perception generated in the learning process is not deep enough, I don't

know how to become a qualified CPC, nor how to efficiently build the CPC. On the whole, most secondary colleges in colleges and
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universities have not formulated a set of practical plans for the development of the work of building together with the Party and the

League, nor have they established a professional assessment mechanism to test the work results of the work. In short, it leads to the

possibility of some processes, selective development of the work of building together, and it is difficult to achieve the full process

education of the work of building together.

1.3 The construction method lacks innovation and is difficult to achieve all-round
education

Under the background of the information age, the network has occupied the life of most people, and everyone's life is closely related

to the developed network technology [2]. Therefore, information technology should also be used in the process of building the Party and

League organizations in secondary colleges. However, as far as the current work is concerned, some Party organizations still use the

traditional working methods when carrying out the construction work, fail to take into account the development of the times and the

characteristics of the new generation of the Communist Youth League, and fail to fully tap the potential of contemporary youth. On the

whole, the methods used in the construction work are single, and the League organization cannot be fully cultivated. It is difficult to

achieve all-round education under the concept of "three all-around education".

2. The Countermeasures for the Party and League Organizations in the Secondary
Colleges of Colleges and Universities to Advance Together from the Perspective of
"Three Holds Education"
2.1 Strengthen top-level design and realize the integrated layout of all staff
education

Therefore, the Party organizations of the secondary colleges in colleges and universities should fully realize the importance of

building together, constantly strengthen top-level design, establish special departments, organizations, institutions, etc. to be responsible

for carrying out the work of building together, regularly organize the Communist Youth League to jointly study the history of party

building and league building in the secondary colleges of colleges and universities, summarize advanced experience from it, so as to break

through the difficulties of building together,, And through holding group meetings and other forms, we will drive all the staff to participate

in the work of building together to achieve the integrated layout of all staff education.

2.2 Attach importance to the evaluation link and create a "long line" for building
together

If we want to successfully build the whole process and long line of the work, we must extend the specific content of the work to the

evaluation link. Through a complete assessment and evaluation system, we should organize the scattered and detailed work processes, and

find out the shortcomings of the work in the continuous self-evaluation, self-criticism, and self reflection, so as to achieve the joint

progress of the Party and League organizations in the secondary colleges of colleges and universities, Effectively implement the whole

process education in the concept of "three guarantees".

2.3 Strengthen the interaction between the Party and the League, and promote the
coordination of the Party and the League construction

Omni directional education refers to promoting students' all-round development of morality, intelligence, physique, beauty and labor

through multi-level, multi angle and multi-dimensional education means and comprehensive education methods [4]. When the Party

organization drives the League organization to carry out the Party building work, it should fully consider the all-round aspects of the

construction work, and through promoting the organization docking, strengthening the connection with grass-roots organizations, and

building a communication bridge between the Party organization and the League organization, so as to better understand the learning

needs of the members of the Communist Youth League and better promote the development of the construction work. For example, the

Party organization, by holding regular meetings, instills advanced ideas into the League organization, and promptly discovers the

misconceptions that exist among the members of the Communist Youth League and brings order to the situation in a timely manner;

League organizations can actively report their recent thoughts to the Party organization in activities such as "three meetings and one

lesson", so that the Party organization can understand its own ideological trends more clearly, which is conducive to the Party

organization's all-round work of building together.
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3. Concluding remarks
To sum up, in the new era, the secondary colleges of colleges and universities actively carry out the policy of building the

Communist Party and Youth League organizations together, which not only directly reflects the Communist Party's leadership over the

Communist Youth League, but also shows the Communist Youth League's determination to actively accept the leadership of the

Communist Party. Therefore, the relevant departments of the secondary colleges in colleges and universities should actively carry out

work rectification on the basis of the education concept of "three guarantees", promote all staff to participate in the work of building

together, and ensure the promotion of the whole process and all-round work of building together, so as to strengthen the close relationship

between the Communist Party of China and the Communist Youth League, and enable the members of the Communist Youth League to

become qualified Communist Party members as soon as possible under the leadership of advanced predecessors.
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